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Abstract 

Recently, Flying Ad-hoc Sensor Networks (FASNETs), which are basically ad hoc networks between 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), have been playing a great role in many sensing fields. To further 
improve the utilization of network resources, researchers offer the possibility of applying Software 
Defined Networking (SDN) technology to FASNETs, enabling various applications to be supported over 
the same platform. Since these concurrently executed applications might have diverse Quality of Service 
(QoS) requirements, it brings new challenges to network management and resource scheduling. In this 
paper, we propose a novel clustering FASNET architecture with SDN cluster controllers and also a 
collaborative controller, in order to realize hierarchical management and unified dispatch. Based on our 
designed architecture, we also propose a centralized traffic-differentiated routing (TDR) executed in each 
cluster, which aims to guarantee the specific QoS requirements of delay-sensitive and reliability-requisite 
services. Different weights are assigned to various flows according to their sensitivity to delay and also 
levels of importance. In particular, we introduce a transmission reliability prediction model to TDR, 
in which we consider both link availability and node’s forwarding ability. Simulation results show our 
proposed TDR has good performances in terms of end-to-end delay, packet dropping ratio and network 
throughput. 
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1. Introduction 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have received widespread adoption for military and 

civilian purposes due to their versatility, flexibility and relatively small operating expenses. 
With various onboard sensors, UAVs have been playing great roles in the fields of reconnais-
sance, forestry fire monitoring, Earth science research, volcanic gas sampling, humanitarian 

observations, etc. [1] . Instead of developing and operating one large UAV, using a group
of small UAVs shows a tremendous advantage in terms of scalability, survivability and also
efficiency [2] . Recent developments in relevant communication technologies make Flying Ad- 
hoc Sensor Networks (FASNETs), which are basically ad hoc networks composed of UAVs, 
become possible. 

In some realistic scenarios, multiple FASNETs may need to be deployed for respective 
sensing tasks in the same area. Without sharing common physical infrastructures, different 
service providers develop their application-specific FASNETs in an isolated manner, leading 

to high deployment cost. In order to facilitate flexible deployment of new services and im-
prove the utilization of network resources, Gupta et al. [3] showed the possibility of applying
Software Defined Networking (SDN) to FASNETs. These SDN-FASNETs with multiple types 
of sensors enable various on-demand sensing tasks to be executed over the same network plat-
form by loading different programs. Since these simultaneous applications might have diverse 
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, it brings new challenges to the network management 
and resource scheduling, especially from the perspective of routing designs. In particular, 
for a heavily loaded network with limited resources, an unreasonable routing scheme may 

cause traffic congestions, resulting in degradation of network performance. Take Fig. 1 as 
an example, and suppose there are two types of packets from source nodes to the gateway:
delay-sensitive and reliability-requisite ones. In Fig. 1 (a) and (b), packets are routed without
being differentiated. As a result, in the Shortest Path Tree (SPT) routing, the network may
have bottleneck nodes, causing massive losses of integrity-requisite packets and long end-to- 
end delays of delay-sensitive packets. While for the multipath routing in Fig. 1 (b), although
the suboptimal paths relieve the cache pressure of the bottleneck nodes, the long paths will
hardly guarantee QoS for real-time services [4–6] . 

To make full use of the limited network resources and satisfy the QoS requirements of each
individual application, active research efforts have been done on providing traffic-differentiated 

services in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). The current works mainly adopt the 
Fig. 1. Illustration of network traffic under different routing methods. 
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trategy that packets with different QoS requirements are routed in different paths, as shown in
ig. 1 (c). Many of them consider delay and reliability as QoS metrics. Qian et. al. considered
tabilization of systems with varying delay [7,8] . Specifically, the delay includes transmis-
ion delay along links and also queuing delay in nodes’ caches. The delay-sensitive traffic is
enerally arranged to have lower queuing delay. For example, the EDCA mechanism of the
EEE 802.11e protocol provides four kinds of queues with various priorities: the AC0 and
C1 queues with high priority are for real-time video services, the AC2 and AC3 queues
ith low priority are for non-sensitive FTP/Email [9] . One drawback is that it works only
ithin a one-hop range. For the aspect of reliability, the current link reliability estimation
ethods mainly includes Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) [10–13] , Window
ean Exponential Weighted Moving Average (WMEWMA) [11,12,14] , and Expected Trans-
ission Count (ETX) [15–18] , etc. Unfortunately, a lot of additional probe messages need to

e sent during these distributed estimation processes, leading to the increase in node energy
onsumption. Besides, only the link quality is taken into account, but node forwarding failures
aused by malicious nodes’ selfishness are not considered [19,20] . 

To solve the above challenges, in this paper, we propose a novel hierarchical FASNET
rchitecture with SDN cluster controllers and also a collaborative controller. Based on our
esigned architecture, we also propose a centralized traffic-differentiated routing (TDR) ex-
cuted in each cluster. Specifically, in order to increase the network scalability, the UAVs
re grouped into several cluster domains in our design, each of which is controlled by an
pper stationary airship. The controllers are in charge of acquiring the whole abstract clus-
er network views, implementing the unified scheduling of the network resources and also
uiding the data processing and forwarding. There is also a collaborative airship controller
hich aims to realize the interactions between the single-domain controllers. Once multiple
odules are written on the application layer, our designed FASNET architecture may perform

ifferent tasks at the same time. On each cluster network, we run a data-driven optimization
lgorithm TDR to update traffic routing paths periodically. The objective is to minimize the
otal cost of all traffic flows in the current time, which is related to the delay and reliability.
n particular, to guarantee the transmission reliability, the methods for link availability and
ode’s forwarding ability are introduced to TDR. We assign different weights to various flows
ccording to their sensitivity to delay and also levels of importance, in order to guarantee
he specific QoS requirements of delay-sensitive and reliability-requisite services. The key
ontributions are listed as follows: 

• We design a hierarchical FASNET architecture with SDN cluster controllers and a coordi-
nation controller, which shows a tremendous advantage in terms of scalability, flexibility,
and efficiency. 
• We propose a transmission reliability prediction model, in which we consider both link

availability and node’s forwarding ability. An incentive mechanism is added to the nodes’
interactive evaluation to avoid malicious nodes. 
• Based on the proposed transmission reliability prediction model, we design a centralized

TDR algorithm, in order to ensure the respective QoS of different applications. 

The following paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we review the related work con-
erning SDN architecture for WSNs and traffic differentiated routing in WSNs. In Section 3 ,
n overview of our proposed hierarchical FASNET architecture with SDN cluster controllers
s described. The traffic differentiated routing problem in FASNET is described in Section 4 .
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In Section 5 , a forwarding reliability prediction model is introduced. And we propose the
TDR algorithm running in the FASNET cluster in Section 6 . Simulation results are shown in
Section 7 before conclusion and prospect of future work in Section 8 . 

2. Survey of current work 

WSN is a relatively mature research field. As reference, we review the related works
concerning SDN architecture for WSNs and traffic differentiated routing in WSNs here. 

2.1. SDN architecture for WSNs 

Recently, ideas of applying the SDN architecture to WSNs have been proposed. Early 

attempts to make networking protocols in WSNs programmable have been done in [21] . In
[22,23] , the SDN was taken as a way to tackle inherent problems in WSNs such as the
difficulty in changing network management strategies. Later on, the advantages of the SDN 

approach in WSNs have been discussed in [24] . As a new WSN paradigm, the concept
of Software-Defined Sensor Network (SDSN) was introduced in [25] . Zeng et al. studied
the evolution of the SDSN, and also integrated the sensor nodes into cloud computing us-
ing the Sensing-as-a-Service (SaaS) model. Different from the existing SDN solutions for 
WSNs, the proposed SDN-WISE approach in [26] has reduced the amount of information 

exchanged between sensor nodes and the SDN controller. Based on SDN-WISE, Anadiotis 
et al. [27] proposed a comprehensive solution to support MapReduce function in WSNs, 
leading to a significant reduction of communication cost such as energy consumption. Apart 
from the architecture design and implementation, Some algorithms have been proposed to 

improve network performance in SDSNs. In [28] , taking advantage of the SDN paradigm, 
Fotouhi et al. proposed the traffic monitoring and load balancing algorithms. Based on the
global traffic information, the proposed protocol can significantly reduce packet loss. Some 
sleep scheduling algorithms in SDSNs were introduced in [29–31] to reduce network overhead 

and prolong network lifetime. Besides, it is worth mentioning that a software architecture of
UAV-based sensor networks was proposed in [32,33] . This is an early attempt to combine
UAV, WSN, and SDN. However, there is little literature relating to hierarchical or clustering
SDN architecture in WSNs, which is conducive to network management and expansion. 

2.2. Traffic differentiated routing in WSNs 

Due to the existence of service differentiation in WSNs, QoS aware routing has drawn 

many attentions and some research has been done. As early as 2003, Akkaya and Younis
[34] first proposed an energy-aware QoS routing protocol in order to ensure efficient usage of
the sensors and effective access to the gathered measurements. The protocol found a delay-
constrained path for real-time data and also maximized the throughput for non-real-time data 
by assigning various r -value, i.e., bandwidth ratios to them. The protocol was extended in
[35] by a multi- r mechanism, where each node calculates its own r -value according to the
information obtained from the gateway, achieving a better utilization of the link resources. 
To solve the excessive overhead and energy consumption when sending r -value to each node,
Hamid et al. in [36] improved the above schemes by locally adjusting the bandwidth and delay
requirement based on the incoming traffic and path length. Furthermore, besides timeliness, 
reliability is taken into account to differentiate traffic types in [10,11,37,39] . In [10] , QoS
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evels are guaranteed by multiple data delivery speed options and also probabilistic multi-
ath forwarding. Besides reliability and delay, the Distributed Aggregate Routing Algorithm
DARA) [37] considers residual energy in the routing metric. A set of candidate nodes with
igher transmission powers are selected to route critical packets. Based on [38] , Djenouri
nd Balasingham [11] further considered transmission power as QoS metric. They adopted
WMA for link latency estimation considering queuing time and transmission delay while

n DARA only queuing time is considered. Recently, Zhang et al. [39] designed a novel
ntegrity and delay-differentiated routing algorithm, based on the concept of potential field
n the discipline of physics. The algorithm improves the fidelity of high-integrity data and
ecreases the average delay of delay-sensitive data. Since only local information is required,
t provides good scalability. However, in these distributed routing algorithms, the selected
ath may not be optimal since the overall information is not comprehensive. Numerous probe
ackets have to be sent in the link parameter estimation, which increases network load and
ffects the network throughput. Besides, node forwarding failures caused by malicious nodes’
elfishness are not considered. The aforementioned challenges are the major considerations
f the proposed TDR algorithm in this paper. 

. Network architecture 

.1. Motivation 

Traditionally, once the infrastructure of a network is deployed, its functionality re-
ains changeable. However, along with the rapid increase of application demands in this

nformation-intensive world, more diversified and complicated services need to be provided,
hich requires FASNETs to be flexible, extensible and dynamically upgradable. Besides, the

imited carrying load of UAV nodes raises higher requirement on the effective utilization of
odes’ resources such as computation and communication. 

At this point, the concept of Software Defined Networking (SDN) turns up correspondingly.
he main idea is to decouple the control plan and data plan, so that the network traffic
ould be controlled flexibly. It also provides open interfaces for users to customize their
etwork services arbitrarily. Aside from the SDNs advantages in terms of simplifying hardware
tructure, realizing centralized management and improving network resource utilization, the
luster architecture also enhances the network scalability. In addition, deploying multiple
DN controllers overcomes the problems caused by the single-controller mode, such as traffic
ongestions and high risk of network breakdown [40] . Controllers being carried by stationary
irships also decrease the overhead for topology management. 

.2. SDN-based FASNET architecture 

In this paper, we propose a novel hierarchical FASNET architecture based on the SDN
echnology, as shown in Fig. 2 . In the following we will introduce it from the the respective
f the three layers in SDN architecture: data layer, control layer, and application layer. 

The data layer reflects the deployment of the whole network infrastructure. In our design,
o increase the network scalability, the UAVs are grouped into several clusters, each of which
s controlled by an upper stationary airship. Laser (when pointing) or radio communication
inks may be established between various devices, in order to implement data forwarding,
ccording to the flow table acquired from the controller. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of SDN-based FASNET architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

The control layer is the core part of the network architecture, which is isolated from
the data layer by a Southbound Interface (SBI). Shielding the details of physical devices, the
NBI makes the controllers logical entities, which are in charge of acquiring the whole abstract
UAV cluster network views, implementing the unified scheduling of network resources and 

also guiding data processing and forwarding. Each upper stationary airship acts as a single-
domain controller. And also, there is a collaborative airship controller which aims to realize the
interactions between the single-domain controllers. The special distributed controller structure 
is of a great significance for network extension. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of controller function extension. 
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On the application layer, network functions are written in a software module manner.
nce multiple function modules are written into the application layer, the FASNET could
erform different tasks at the same time [41] . When a certain network function cannot meet
he requirements of the current situation, we just need to upgrade or add the corresponding
odular, instead of replacing the entire hardware devices. The way of packing instructions

nto application modules facilitates the unified network management and network resources
cheduling. There is a Northbound Interface (NBI) which isolates the application layer from
he control layer, shielding the complexity of network application services. Therefore, when
rogramming an application, the only thing needed to consider is its function rather than how
t performs, which is therefore contribute to faster application upgrades. 

.3. Controller function extension 

We expand the existing controller in the FASNET to include various modules so that it
an realize the unified network management and improve the utilization efficiency of network
esources. As shown in Fig. 3 , the extended airship controller mainly includes the demand
nalysis module, dynamic monitoring module, topology management module, routing com-
utation module, and cognitive decision-making module. A brief description is as follows: 

The dynamic monitoring module is responsible for online surveillance of network nodes
nd link information, including information collection for link reliability calculation. Once
here is a node or link failure, it should be able to locate and record the fault point quickly
nd precisely. Based on the monitoring data, the topology management module maintains and
pdates the topology of the FASNET, providing a global network view for all the other mod-
les. Meanwhile, the demand analysis module makes an analysis on the packets received by
ontrollers, including the traffic flow rate, QoS requirements and other parameters. According
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Fig. 4. Illustration of FASNET model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to the analysis, the routing computation module calls a suitable routing algorithm for network 

traffic. In addition, to effectively alleviate the heavy workload, a cognitive decision-making 

module is introduced so that the controller can make decisions in advance based on the histor-
ical experience in a memory library. The memory library is constructed to store the historical
events such as a packet’s forwarding or a full path. Based on numerous similar events in the
memory library, the controller makes some prediction before the network deterioration. 

In summary, the working mechanism of this SDN-based network architecture is as follows: 
once there are new nodes deployed in the FASNET, the HELLO and ECHO packets will be
transmitted between each controller and its cluster nodes to guarantee the links between UAVs
and their controllers, based on the handshake progress in the OpenFlow protocol. Then, the
controllers will send the request messages for network topology to nodes in their cluster.
The node capacity and link information can be analyzed based on the nodes’ reply messages.
According to the service request (including source/destination node, traffic flow rate, service 
parameters, etc.) from the source node sending to the controller, the routing computation 

module in the controller calls a suitable algorithm to decide an optimal path, center frequency,
resource granular and modulation format. 

4. Network model and problem description 

4.1. Preliminaries 

Based on the above SDN-based architecture, we consider a hierarchical FASNET model 
as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Under the management of the cluster controllers, the software-defined
UAV sensor nodes equipped with multiple functional sensors are able to perform multitask 

simultaneously. 
In each cluster, all sensed data is transmitted to its sink node along the paths computed

by the routing calculation module. There are multiple types of services with different QoS
requirements. Unfortunately, the optimal routing for multi-QoS services is not the superpo- 
sition of routing for those individual service because such simultaneous transmissions may 
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Table 1 
Notation list. 

Notations Meanings 

G ( V , E ) FASNET topology, where V is node set and E is link set. 
e ( i , j ) Unidirectional link from node i to j , which belongs to E . 
L t Total weighted delay of all traffic flows. 
R t Total weighted reliability of all traffic flows. 
s A source node with traffic demands. 
S Set of nodes with traffic demands. 
ε Traffic type index, delay-sensitive or reliability-requisite. 
f εs A traffic flow with type ε from source node s . 
ω 

sε
d Delay-sensitivity level of traffic flow f εs . 

ω 

sε
r Important level of traffic flow f εs . 

path ( s , ε) Path for traffic flow f εs . 
L ij Delay of link e ( i , j ). 
R ij Transmission reliability of link e ( i , j ). 
f ij Aggregated traffic in link e ( i , j ). 
C ij Link capacity of e ( i , j ). 
B 

t 
i j Bandwidth threshold of e ( i , j ). 

d ij Transmission delay along link e ( i , j ). 
MAT ij Possible available duration of link e ( i , j ). 
gr i Global trust value of node i . 
D i Overall traffic request of node i . 
M 

t 
i Number of transmitters node i has. 

M 

r 
i Number of receivers node i has. 

C ij Capacity of link e ( i , j ). 
De ε Maximum end-to-end delay limit for traffic flows of type ε. 
Re ε Minimum path reliability limit for traffic flows of type ε. 
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a  

o

m  
roduce some interaction effects and cause overall network performance degradation. Without
oss of generality, we just consider one UAV cluster in our network model for simplification,
hile inter-cluster routing is beyond the scope of this article. The following assumptions are
ade: (1) The UAV nodes are aware of their positions and speeds through internal global

ositioning system (GPS). (2) The controller can realize interactions with all UAVs in its
luster and obtain their current states (e.g. ID, position, speed etc) via HELLO and ECHO
essages. (3) A certain number of directed antennas are equipped on each UAV in order to

each a long distance for data transmission. 

.2. Problem formulation 

We model one FASNET cluster as a graph G ( V , E ), where V is the set of UAV nodes
nd E is the set of links in the cluster. e ( i , j ) ∈ E is a link between nodes i and j (a notation
ist is shown in Table 1 ). There are (| V | − 1) ordinary nodes and one sink node. We run a
ata-driven optimization framework to update traffic routing paths on the graph periodically.
iven delay sensitivities and importance levels of various flows, our objective is to find a

outing spanning tree which reduces the average delay for delay-sensitive applications and
lso improves the data integrity for reliability-requisite applications as much as possible. The
bjective function is defined as follows: 

in ( L t − k · ln R t ) , (1)
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where L t is the total weighted delay of all traffic flows and R t is the total weighted reliability
of all traffic flows. k is a correction factor. We can see that minimizing the cost function is
equivalent to reducing the aggregate delay and increasing the integrated forwarding reliability 

as much as possible simultaneously. 
Furthermore the objective function can be written as follows: 

min 

⎛ 

⎝ 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
ω 

sε
d 

∑ 

e (i, j) ∈ E 
L i j · x sεi j − k · ln 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
ω 

sε
r 

∏ 

e (i, j) ∈ E 
R i j · x sεi j 

⎞ 

⎠ , (2) 

where obviously the first summation item corresponds to L t and the second one does to
R t . We let f εs be a traffic flow with type ε from source node s . S is the set of nodes
with traffic requests. Here ε ∈ � = { delay - sensi t i ve, r eli abi li ty - r equi si te } . Correspondingly,
ω 

sε
d and ω 

sε
r are weights representing the delay sensitivity and importance level of traffic flow

f εs respectively. The value of x sεi j is a binary variable as follows: 

x sεi j = 

{
1 , i f e (i , j) ∈ path(s, ε) 

0, otherwise 
, (3) 

where path ( s , ε) represents the path for traffic flow f εs . 
L ij is the expected delay of packets in the link e ( i , j ) including queuing delay and trans-

mission delay as follows: 

L i j = ξ1 max 

( 

0, 1 − C i j − f i j 

B 

t 
i j 

) 

+ ξ2 d i j , (4) 

where f ij is the aggregated traffic in the link e ( i , j ). When the residual bandwidth is lower than
a threshold B 

t 
i j , queuing delay is induced. d ij is the transmission delay along e ( i , j ), which

relates to the distance between nodes i and j . 
R ij is the transmission reliability of e ( i , j ), which is related to the link availability of e ( i ,

j ) and also forwarding ability of node i . It is expressed as follows: 

R i j = 

{
gr i , i f MAT i j ≥ L i j 

0, otherwise 
, (5) 

where MAT ij is the possible duration of link e ( i , j ), reflecting the tendency of link availability.
gr i is the global trust value of node i , reflecting the node’s forwarding ability. 

The UAVs’ position and also speed can be obtained in real time through GPS, according
to which, the current or even possible future link availability can be computed. Besides, we
utilize the global trust value to represent each node’s forwarding ability. Prediction methods 
for link availability and node’s global trust value will be introduced in the next section. 

For one node with a traffic request, the traffic flows out of it must equal to those into it,
thus we have the following flow conservation constraint: ∑ 

v: e (i,v) ∈ E 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
f εs x 

sε
iv −

∑ 

u: e (u,i) ∈ E 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
f εs x 

sε
ui = D i , i ∈ S (6) 

For the sink node acting as a gateway, we have ∑ 

v: e (g,v) ∈ E 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
f εs x 

sε
gv −

∑ 

u: e (u,g) ∈ E 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
f εs x 

sε
ug = −

∑ 

i∈ S 
D i (7) 
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While for the other nodes, we have ∑ 

: e (g,v) ∈ E 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
f εs x 

sε
iv −

∑ 

u: e (u,g) ∈ E 

∑ 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
f εs x 

sε
ui = 0 (8)

e assume single-path routing is adopted in this paper, hence each ordinary node must have
ne out-going link for one traffic flow: 

 

v∈ V 
x sεiv = 1 , i ∈ V, s ∈ S, ε ∈ � (9)

In order to make sure the number of out-going and in-coming links is no more than the
umber of transmitters and receivers, respectively: 

 

v∈ V 
x iv ≤ M 

t 
i , 

∑ 

u∈ V 
x ui ≤ M 

r 
i , i ∈ V, (10)

here x iv = 1 if f iv is non-zero, otherwise x iv = 0. 
The capacity of each link is known in advance and the amount of the aggregated traffic

arried by a link does not exceed its capacity: 
 

s∈ S 

∑ 

ε∈ �
f εs x 

sε
i j ≤ C i j , e (i, j) ∈ E (11)

For each traffic request, there are corresponding maximum end-to-end delay and minimum
eliability, respectively: ∑ 

 (i, j) ∈ path(s,ε) 

L i j · x sεi j ≤ De ε, s ∈ S, ε ∈ � (12)

∏ 

 (i, j) ∈ path(s,ε) 

R i j · x sεi j ≥ Re ε, s ∈ S, ε ∈ � (13)

1 , ξ2 ≥ 0 (14)

In the Multiple Objective Shortest Path (MOSP) problem, the optimal solution for one
bjective is probably not optimal for the other objectives. There is only a satisfactory solution
n the MOSP problem, which is a Pareto optimal solution set [42] . It is NP-hard with great
olving difficulty. In the following sections, we will propose a heuristic algorithm to solve it.

. Transmission reliability prediction model 

In order to quantitatively evaluate the quality of links, the routing metric of L t and R t need
o be obtained. Since for the former one, it could be computed easily, this section presents
 novel prediction model for transmission reliability R t . Taking advantage of the cognitive
ecision-making module in the controller, our proposed prediction process of transmission
eliability including link availability and also nodes forwarding ability would reflect the link
nd node state in advance, based on the historical information. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the framework of our transmission reliability prediction model. Based on
he topology information, the prediction process is performed by each cluster SDN controller
hrough the Packet-In and Packet-Out messages. Specifically, based on the acquired node
osition and velocity by GPS, the link available duration under hypothetical constant velocities
nd directions could be computed. Then consider the changes of velocities and directions,
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Fig. 5. Framework of transmission reliability prediction model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

affected available time could further be obtained. Besides, for the node’s forwarding ability 

prediction module, the statistics of successful and failed node forwarding among the current 
neighboring node set is taken as input of local trust value computation. Further, the global
trust value could be estimated by iterations. In order to improve the prediction accuracy, an
incentive module that is node confidence value calculation is added, whose results feed back 

to the local trust value calculation module. In the following, we will introduce the prediction
methods of link availability and node’s forwarding ability. 

5.1. Link availability prediction 

Assuming that the maximum transmission ranges of nodes are known in advance, and the
respective locations of nodes are known by GPS, then the unaffected link available time could
be computed if no change in velocities and directions happens [43] . 

Here we have two mobile nodes n i and n j , and both of them have equal maximum trans-
mission range d max . Assuming that at time t 0 , ( x i , y i , z i ) and ( x j , y j , z j ) are their positions,
also (v xi , v yi , v zi ) and (v x j , v y j , v z j ) are their velocity vector. Then, we can obtain the distance
between them is: 

d i j (t 0 ) = 

[ (
x j − x i 

)2 + 

(
y j − y i 

)2 + 

(
z j − z j 

)2 
] 

1 
2 (15) 

We assume that both nodes have no change in velocity. After a certain time period t , the
distance between these two nodes is as follows: 

d i j (t 0 + t ) = 

{[(
x j + v x j t 

) − ( x i + v xi t ) 
]

2 

+ 

[(
y j + v y j t 

) − (
y i + v yi t 

)]2 

+ 

[(
z j + + v zi t 

) − (
z j + v zi t 

)]2 
}

1 
2 

(16) 
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When d i j (t 0 + t ) = d max , the two nodes may begin to move beyond the communication
ange of each other. Hence, the expected available time T ij of link e ( i , j ) can be obtained by
olving the quadratic equation for t above. 

In [44] , the authors consider possible changes in velocities occurring during the period
 ij and try to estimate the probability P ( T ij ) that e ( i , j ) may really last for T ij , The basic
ssumptions are: (1) UAV mobility is uncorrelated and (2) epochs (an epoch is a random
ime interval during which a node moves in a constant direction at a constant speed) are
xponentially distributed with mean as λ−1 : 

 (x) = P (epoch ≤ x) = 1 − e −λx (17)

Further, P ( T ij ) is shown as follows: 

 (T i j ) ≈ e −2λT i j 

(
λT i j 

2 

− 1 

λT i j 

)
+ 

1 

2λT i j 

))
(18)

Considering changes of node speeds and directions, we take the following equation as the
ifetime of link e ( i , j ): 

AT i j = T i j · P 

(
T i j 

)
(19)

.2. Node’s forwarding ability prediction 

We define M ij and F ij as successful and failed data transmissions respectively between
odes i and j, which are recorded in the local history database, based on which, node i can
etermine its local trust lr ij to the node j . We determine lr ij as follows: 

r i j = 

(
1 − e −αM i j 

) · e −βF i j , (20)

here α and β are regulatory factors and 0 < α < β < 1. The increasing rate of trust caused
y good behaviors is lower than the increasing rate of trust triggered by malicious behaviors,
hich conforms to the trust constructing rule. 
Then the local trust value is normalized by Eq. (21) : 

ˆ r i j = 

lr i j 
n ∑ 

j=1 
lr i j 

, (21)

here n = | V | − 1 is the number of regular nodes in a network cluster. 

With the above normalization, 0 ≤ ˆ lr i j ≤ 1 , and 

n ∑ 

j=1 

ˆ lr i j = 1 , effectively ensuring the con-

ergence of the calculation. 
The global trust to a certain node is made by the whole network. It is the sum of the

roduct of all nodes’ trusts made to the object node and their own global trust as follows: 

r i = 

n ∑ 

j=1 

( ˆ lr ji · gr j 
)

(22)

In order to estimate the local trust more accurately, we add an incentive item—an evaluation
redibility C i which represents the credible degree of the evaluations node i makes to other
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nodes, is as follows: 

 i = 

{ 

C i + 

1 −C i 
2 · ( 1 − 2AD i ) , i f AD i < 0. 5 

C i − C i 
2 ·

(
1 − 1 

2AD i 

)
, i f AD i ≥ 0. 5 

(23) 

where 

AD i = 

1 

n 

n ∑ 

j=1 

| gr j − lr i j | 
gr j 

(24) 

AD i represents the mean absolute difference of trust values node i makes to all other nodes
and their global value. An honest node has a AD i smaller than 0.5 and there will be a small
increase in C i . AD i ’s being larger than 0.5 indicates that node i is a dishonest node and hence
there is a great decrease in C i . 

We modify Eq. (20) as follows to make the incentive C i feed back to the local trust value:

lr i j = e C j 
(
1 − e −αM i j 

) · e −βF i j (25) 

The whole iterative calculation process of the global trust value gr ij is shown in
Algorithm 1 . 

So far, we have obtained R ij in Eq. (5) by computing MAT ij and gr ij respectively. 

6. Ant-colony-based routing algorithm 

Due to the NP-hard nature of our problem characterized in Section 4 , we propose a heuristic
algorithm base on ant-colony to solve it. 

Ant colony algorithm simulates ants’ behavior of seeking food with positive feedback [45] .
Aiming to find the shortest path from their caves to the food source, ants release pheromone
on the path they pass by, which evaporates over time. The concentration of pheromone is
inversely proportional to the length of the path. The shorter path with more pheromone 
attracts more ants going along it. After a period, the shortest path will always be selected.
Ant colony algorithm seldom relies on initial routes, and no manual intervention occurs in the
searching process. Therefore, it is easy for us to solve the MOSP problem using ant colony
algorithm. 

In this paper, we propose a multi-layer network model for traffic differentiated routing. As
shown in Fig. 6 , the physical topology G ( V , E ) is divided into two layers: delay-sensitive
and reliability-requisite. Given | S | delay-sensitive traffic demand { f εs , s ∈ V, ε = delay −
sensi t i ve } and | S 

′ | reliability-requisite traffic demand { f εs , s ∈ V, ε = r eli abi li ty − r equi si te } .
Two spanning trees which are all paths from source nodes to the gateway node are generated
in each layer respectively. The two spanning trees are merged into a single one T m 

in the
hybrid graph. The ant colony algorithm helps to find a merged spanning tree that closely
satisfies the objective function. 

The pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2 . We imagine τ ij is the
pheromone intensity on link e ( i , j ) which evaporates with rate ρ. In each iteration, there
are ants starting from the source nodes to find a path to the gateway in each layer. In this
process, each ant keeps a node list called Visited to avoid visiting a node twice and also a
node list called Route to record the nodes it passed by. Once the optional neighboring node
list is determined, an ant at node i chooses j as its next-hop node with a probability as follows:
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Algorithm 1 Node’s forwarding ability algorithm. 
Require: Initial values of M i j , F i j , C i , gr i ; 
Ensure: global trust value gr i ; 
1: for all iteration k = 0 to T do 

2: if nodes i and j communicate successfully then 

3: M i j ← M i j + 1 ; 
4: else 
5: F i j ← F i j + 1 ; 
6: end if
7: for i=1,2,..., | V | − 1 do 

8: for j=1,2,..., | V | − 1 do 

9: lr i j ← e C j (1 − e −αM i j ) · e −βF i j + δ; 
10: l r i ← l r i + l r i j ; 
11: end for 
12: end for
13: for i=1,2,..., | V | − 1 do 

14: for j=1,2,..., | V | − 1 do 

15: ˆ lr i j ← l r i j /l r i ; 
16: gr j ← gr j + lr i j · gr i ; 
17: AD i j ← | gr j − lr i j | /gr j ; 
18: AD i ← T D i + T D i j ; 
19: end for
20: AD i ← AD i / (| V | − 1) ; 
21: end for
22: if AD i < 0. 5 then 

23: C i ← C i + (1 − C i ) / 2 · (1 − 2AD i ) ; 
24: else 
25: C i ← C i − C i / 2 · (1 − 1 / 2AD i ) ; 
26: end if
27: Return gr i 
28: end for 

P  

w
 

M  

b  

a  

f

τ  

w

 i j = 

τi j · η
ϕ 
i j ∑ 

j∈ N (i) 
τi j · η

ϕ 
i j 

, (26)

here ηi j = 1 /d i j . 
Two spanning trees are generated when all ants stop at the gateway, denoted as T 1 and T 2 .

erge the spanning trees into a single one T m 

in the hybrid graph and the cost of T m 

could
e easily obtained by Eq. (2) . A best tree with minimum objective function value is selected
fter each M iterations. And then the pheromone on the best tree’s links will be enhanced as
ollows: 

i j = 

{
(1 − ρ) τi j + ρ�τi j , i f e (i , j) ∈ T opt 

(1 − ρ) τi j , otherwise 
, (27)

here �τi j = 1 /cost (T opt ) . 
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Algorithm 2 Ant-colony-based routing algorithm. 
Require: G (V, E ) , L i j , R i j , MAT i j . 
Ensure: T opt 

1: T min = ∅ , T opt = ∅ , T set = ∅ ; 
2: while convergence condition not met do 

3: if cost (T min ) < cost (T opt ) then 

4: T opt ← T min ; 
5: end if
6: T 1 ← AntF ind(S(D)) 

7: T 2 ← AntF ind(S(R)) 

8: T m 

← T 1 + T 2 
9: T set ← T set 

⋃ { T m 

} ; 
10: T min ← ar gmi n T ∈ T set cost (T ) ; 
11: if i mod M = 0 then 

12: for each e (i, j) ∈ E do 

13: τi j ← (1 − ρ) τi j + ρ�τi j ; 
14: end for 
15: end if 
16: end while
17: Return T opt 

18: Function AntFind(S) 
19: T = ∅ , Route = ∅ ; 
20: for all s ∈ S do 

21: V i si ted ← s; 
22: i ← s; 
23: while i 	 = g and i / ∈ Route do 

24: Route ← Route 
⋃ { i} ; 

25: for all j ∈ N (i) do 

26: if MAT i j ≥ L i j and j / ∈ V i si ted then 

27: N 

′ (i) ← N (i) ∪ j; 
28: end if 
29: end for
30: for all j ∈ N 

′ (i) do 

31: choose l as the next hop by Eq. (22) ; 
32: T ← T 

⋃ { e (i, l ) } ; 
33: V i si ted ← V i si ted 

⋃ { l} ; 
34: i ← l; 
35: break; 
36: end for 
37: end while 
38: end for
39: Return T 
40: End Function 
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Fig. 6. Multi-layer network model for traffic differentiated routing. 
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After multiple iterations, when the system converges to a stable state, we can obtain the
ear-optimal tree and the MOSP problem is solved. Since the algorithm is executed in the
ontroller with powerful computations, the complexity is not a serious issue here. 

The time complexity of ant colony algorithm is T (n) = O(N c n 

2 m) , where N c is the number
f iterations, n is the number of UAVs and m is the number of ants. Since the UAV networks is
lustered, the number of UAVs in each cluster is limited and the time complexity is acceptable.
he algorithm is executed in the airship SDN controller, hence there is no constraints on the
pace complexity. 

. Performance evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our TDR algorithm in a cluster network. We
rst describe the simulation settings, and then compare TDR with the MintRoute algorithm
46] , which is the TinyOS’s standard routing algorithm, in terms of end-to-end delay, packet
ropping ratio and network throughput. In MintRoute, each node sends probe packets to its
eighboring nodes. Based on these probe packets, the neighboring nodes update the link state
nformation and the next-hop node will be selected according to link states. For comparison,
ere we make each node select next-hop based on the prediction result of link availability in
his paper. 

.1. Simulation setup 

In our simulation, the parameters of the network environment are listed in Table. 2 . It
s worth noting that in the exponential correlated random model, a node selects a constant
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Table 2 
Parameter setting of the network environment. 

Parameter Value 

Number of nodes (UAVs) 40 
Network range 2 km 

∗2 km 

Node mobility model Exponential correlated random model 
Mean epoch of constant movement λ−1 10 s 
Node movement speed 0 − 20 m/s 
Percentage of malicious nodes 20% 

Channel capacity 20 Mbps 
Maximum transmission range 600 m 

Traffic type CBR 

Number of traffic flow of APP1 10 
Number of traffic flow of APP2 10 
Rate of traffic flow 1.5 Mbps 
Weights of sensibility and reliability for APP1 (1, 5) 
Weights of sensibility and reliability for APP2 (5, 1) 

Table 3 
Parameter setting of the algorithms. 

Parameter α β ϕ ρ τ 0 
i j M 

Value 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

direction from the given space and a speed from 0 to 20 m/s for its next movement. The
epochs of the above movement are exponentially distributed with mean λ−1 . We make APP1 

as the delay-sensibility applications and APP2 as the reliability-requisite applications. We 
assign 1 and 5 as weights of sensibility and reliability for all traffic of APP1, and they are
reversed for APP2. In fact, our proposed routing algorithm is suitable for other types of
services by setting different weights of sensibility and reliability, and traffic flows of more
than two types of applications are also allowed. 

The parameter setting of the algorithms is listed in Table 3 . α and β are regulatory factors
in Eq. (20) . We imagine that a node has 10 transactions with another node during a period,
and the positive evaluation is set to be 0.85 if all of them are successful, that is 1 − e (−α×10) =
0. 85 . We obtain that α = 0. 2. The negative evaluation is set to be 0.05, that is 1 − e (β×10) =
0. 05 and thus β = 0. 3 . 

It is noteworthy that the parameter k in Eq. (1) determines the proportions of delay and
packet dropping ratio in the total tree cost. To obtain a global optimum spanning tree, we need
to balance the weights of delay and packet dropping ratio by k . In the cluster network, take
the gateway node as the root and the corresponding minimum spanning trees are calculated 

under different values of k . Then the relation between the delay and packet dropping ratio is
recorded in Fig. 7 . We can see that when k = 0. 7 , the values of delay and packet dropping
ratio are balanced and hence we take it as our simulation parameter. 

At first, our TDR program runs for multiple iterations to collect enough historical infor-
mation until it converges to a stable state [47] . 
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Fig. 7. Relationship between delay and packet dropping ratio value under different k . 

Fig. 8. Average end-to-end delay of each application over time in MintRoute and TDR algorithms. 
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.2. Simulation results 

.2.1. Average end-to-end delay 
The end-to-end delay is the sum of transmission time and queuing time along the path

rom a source node to the gateway. 
By tracking the average end-to-end delay of the two types of traffic, we record the per-

ormance of MintRoute and TDR during the periods of from 5 to 40 s in Fig. 8 (a) and (b),
espectively. We can see that in MintRoute, there is almost no delay difference between the
wo kinds of traffic. All flows are routed along the most reliable paths from their sources to
he gateway. In fact the most reliable may not always be reliable since MintRoute give no
onsiderations to the nodes forwarding ability and also link congestions. The constant data
treams getting into a certain group of links result in more serious link congestion and longer
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of average end-to-end delay of each application in MintRoute and TDR algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

packet queues, leading to the gradual increase of end-to-end delay. While in Fig. 8 (b), the
average delays of APP1 and APP2 in TDR show great difference. The reason is obvious
that different paths are selected for the two types of traffic flows according to their allocated
weights. The packets of APP2 are delay-sensitive, which means a larger weight of sensibil-
ity is assigned in the objective function. When the network is with a light load, they will
choose the shorter path with lower transmission delay, otherwise when an overload occurs, 
proper longer path with smaller queue length will be selected. For APP1, which is reliability-
requisite, the average delay is higher than that of APP2. However, it is still superior to that in
MintRoute since the various paths make the traffic more disperse and the longer paths may
have smaller queuing delay. 

Fig. 9 shows the average end-to-end delay of traffic of each application in the MintRoute
and TDR algorithm. The delay changes along with the traffic load per flow. For the same
reason as stated above, traffic of type APP2 in TDR performs best, traffic of type APP1
comes the second and traffic in MintRoute is the worst. With the increase of the traffic load
per flow, the network congestion becomes increasingly serious and results in a longer delay. 
All traffic being carried by part of links lead to larger end-to-end delay in MintRoute. The
changing trends with the percentage of malicious nodes are demonstrated in Fig. 9 (b). In
MintRoute, the average delay is significantly affected by the percentage of malicious nodes 
since it provides no means to recognize the malicious nodes, leading to packets losses and
retransmissions. While in TDR, especially for traffic of type APP1, the negative effect is
weakened due to our trust model. The packets with reliability requirement will be routed in
a path avoiding nodes with low degrees of trust. 

7.2.2. Packet dropping ratio 

Packet dropping ratio is the ratio of the number of successfully delivered packets over the
total number of packets in the network. It is relative to delay since some packets become
expired under long delay. 

The packet dropping ratio of traffic of each application over time in MintRoute and TDR
algorithms is shown in Fig. 10 . We can see that in MintRoute, there is no packet-dropping-ratio
difference between the two types of applications. The reason lies in the same path selection
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Fig. 10. Packet dropping ratio of each application over time in MintRoute and TDR algorithms. 

Fig. 11. Comparisons of packet dropping ratio of each application in MintRoute and TDR algorithms. 
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ethod as mentioned above. There is an increase in packet dropping ratio along with time.
hat is because that a buffer overflow will occur once the link traffic load is larger than a

hreshold. While in TDR, the dropping ratio of traffic of type APP1 is obviously smaller
han that of type APP2. That is because the packets of type APP1 have a larger weight of
eliability in the objective function. They will choose paths consisting of nodes with higher
orwarding reliability and partly avoid malicious nodes. Though the packet dropping ratio of
he delay-sensitive traffic of type APP2 is higher than that of APP1, it is still superior to that
n MintRoute since the disperse traffic alleviates the network congestion. 

Fig. 11 shows the comparative results of packet dropping ratio for diverse type of appli-
ations with varying traffic load per flow and percentage of malicious nodes, in MintRoute
nd TDR algorithms. From Fig. 11 (a) we can observe that the traffic of type APP1 in TDR
erforms best, that of type APP2 in TDR comes the second and traffic in MintRoute is the
orst. With the increase of the traffic load per flow, the network congestion becomes increas-
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Fig. 12. Comparisons of packet dropping ratio of each application in MintRoute and TDR algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ingly serious and results in extensive packet losses. Fig. 11 (b) shows that the packet dropping
ratio in MintRoute is much higher than that in TDR and also significantly affected by the
percentage of malicious nodes. TDR provides a prediction method to evaluate nodes’ trust 
values according to their behaviors. For the packets of type APP1, the nodes with higher trust
values will be selected as relay nodes to guarantee the forwarding reliability. 

7.2.3. Network throughput 
Network throughput is defined as the amount of data transmitted by the network per time

slot. Fig. 12 demonstrates the network throughput of MintRoute and TDR varying with time,
traffic load per flow and percentage of malicious nodes. TDR shows great advantages in these
three aspects. Specifically, For the MintRoute algorithm, the network throughput decreases 
as time goes by due to the network congestion caused by overloaded links. The network
throughput of our TDR algorithm shows a much slower decline over time because the routing
paths can be adjusted dynamically to avoid overloaded links. In Fig. 12 (b), as the traffic load
per flow increases, the network throughput also increases in TDR. While in MintRoute, the
traffic load is more easily to reach saturation since it doesn’t take the forwarding reliability
and queuing delay into consideration. In addition, Fig. 12 (c) demonstrates that the increase 
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n the percentage of malicious nodes directly degrades throughput performance. Fortunately,
he trust model in TDR alleviates the situation. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have designed a hierarchical FASNET architecture with some SDN cluster
ontrollers and one collaborative controller, where the network resources in one cluster are
anaged by the upper airship. Based on this architecture, we have further proposed the TDR

lgorithm executed in each cluster. In order to fulfill the specific QoS requirements of delay-
ensitive and reliability-requisite services, different weights have been assigned to various
ows according to their sensitivity to delay and also levels of importance. The transmission
eliability prediction model has been introduced to TDR. Simulation results have shown that
DR not only reduces the average delay for delay-sensitive applications but also improves

he data integrity for reliability-requisite applications. 
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